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United Nations Industrial Dtv»topm»nt Off»niiitk>n 

PI/60 
5 December 1977 

ORIOINALt ENGLISH 

UNIDO INDUSTRIAL TRAINING OFFER PROGRAMME 1978 

Introduction 

1.      After the restructuring of the secretariat of the United Nations Industrial 

Development Organization (UNTDO) in early 1976, a decisive development influenced 

the UNIDO industrial training operations, namely, the decision of the Executive 

Director of UNTDO that, tae,»inninfj in 1977, the UNIDO Training Section should 

place fellows in European host oountriej by working directly with the respective 

National Supervising Authorities (fellows have hitherto been placed by the 

Fellowship Section of the United Nations Office in Geneva). 

?.      This bulletin describes the UNIDO Industrial Training Offer Programme for 197B. 

It is the fourth in a series of annual bulletins that inform Governments and other 

possible beneficiaries of training opportunities UNIDO will make available durine 

the next calendar year so as to enable them to co-ordinate     as early as oossible 

their trainine needs with the training offered. Such co-ordination is essential  if 

best use is to be made of existing industrial training possibilities. 

3. Originally it was planned to issue this bulletin earlier in 1977, to give 

recipients as much time aa possible to make decisions. However, the United Nations 

Industrial Development Fund (UNIDF) was established in 1977, and its first pledging 

conference took place only on 28 October. Since the exiatence of this new fund will 

be of greatest importance to UNIDO training operations, this bulletin could not 

meaningfully have been distributed without taking this factor into account. 

4. In principle,  the goal of UNIDO training operations is to improve the skills 

and broaden the experience of high-level technical, managerial ar administrative 

personnel engaged in industry or in agencies, organisations or institutions dealing 

with industrial development. Accordingly, the UNIDO Industrial Training Offer Pro- 

gramme addressee itself to personnel at least at engineer or economist level or 

equivalent. UNIDO does not normally deal with vocational training or with formal 
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education to obtain a degree,  fields that   lie within the competence of the Inter- 

national Labour Organisation (ILO) and the United Nations Educational, Scientific 

and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO).  In  ita training operations, UNIDO emphasises, 

inter alia, practical training (in-plant  or on-the-job);  upgrading or updating of 

professional skills;   transfer of technological and managerial  know-how and experience, 

with a view to enlarging the capacity for making the right choice of both technology 

and equipment and for developing appropriate indigenous technologies?  co-operation 

among developing countries in industrial training; assistance to the least developed 

among the developing countries;  better utilisation of installed equipment by such 

means as efficient production management and preventive maintenance;  and better 

utilisation of financial resources for accelerated industrial development, 

%      UNIDO training operations are in accordance with the Lima Declaration and Plan 

of Action on Industrial Development and Co-operation. This Declaration statesi 

"The training activities linked with the industrial development must be 
conceived in euch a way that they make possible the processing of natural 
resources and other raw materials  in the country of origin and the establish- 
ment of permanent structures for specialised, rapid,  large-scale and high- 
quality training of national labour at all levels and for all professional 
spedali rat ions, whether technical  or managerial without discrimination with 
regard to seir";j/ 
"••• appropriate measures «nould be taken by developing countries to organise 
research institutions and establish training programmes to cover the needs of 
their industrial development and make possible progressive mastery of the 
different production and management  techniques and of industrial development, 
thus facilitating the establishment  of structures) to absorb modem techno- 
logies *\%J 
"... [industrialization policies should lay emphasis on  ...] the intensifica- 
tion of manpower development programmes and the professional training of 
management staff including the effective incorporation of women in order to 
achieve the fullest possible use of available human resources with particular 
reference to industrial management".^/ 

6.      Last but not least, UNIDO training operations endeavour to promote self-reliance 

of the developing countries by enabling national industrial personnel to replaoe, 

eventually, foreign experts on whoee services many of these countries still have to 

rely* 

S 

1/ Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial Development md Co-operation 
(Tl/38), para. 53. 

7/ ¡bJA* para. 5% 

¿/ UûAn !>•*»• 38 (k). 
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A.  Industrial training field operations 

7.      UNTT>0 it prepared to conduct,  at the request of Government«,  a variety of 

trainine project«  in developing countries. Such activities are strongly emphasised 

particularly because they contribute directly to improving industrial training infra- 

structure, which in turn leads to a rapid increase in the supply of «killed personnel 

by means of tailored training activities at relatively low cost.  These activities may 

covert 

(a) Design and development  of national and sectoral  industrial training institu- 

tions. (Example» UNIDO is assisting a ministry of industry in organising and operating 

an in-plant training centre for engineers}  training needs of engineers already employed 

in industry are identified;  short,  intensive, specialised training programmes are 

designed and conducted in the light of such needs); 

(b) Design and development of training departments for Governments,  holding 

rómpanles and individual enterprises. (Examples UNIDO is assisting a large semi- 

governmental holding company to develop its own central training department and 

training departments in two or three of its subsidiaries); 

(c) Speclai iced training programmes,  including the provision of lecturers,  trainers 

and training equipment, for specific groups of industrial personnel. (Example:  UNIDO 

assisted a country in providing local training courses on quality control for export- 

oriented industries); 

(d) Assistance to national management development  institutes. (Example: UNIDO is 

assisting such institutes  in order both to increase their management training oapacity 

and to replace expatriate experts by highly qualified national personnel). 

A.      Industrial training field projects are normally financed from UNDP country pro- 

gramme funds. Other financing possibilities are the Special Industrial Services (SIS) 

fund (for short-term, small-scale assistance of what   may be called the "fire brigade" 

typ«)t the UNIDO réguler programme of technical assistance and the United Nations 

Industrial Development Fund (UNIDF). 

9.      Further and more detailed information on UNIDO industrial training field opera- 

tions can be requested from the Talftliip *«rti"fi| Industrial Operations Division, UNIDO. 

Projects of this type should be requested by Governments in compliance with the estab- 

lished United Nations rules. 
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B. Fellowships 

10.    TTNTT>o fellowship!, »re awarded  in accordance with rules established by the 

United Nation». Since the inception of WIPO,  in  1968, approximately 5,050 individuals 

have been «warded  fellowships, of whom approximately 4,500 have thus far completed 

their training prolamines.  One of the major advantages of individual fellowships is 

the possibility of denizing and  implementine a training prorramme tailored to the 

needs and wishes of the candidate. Unfortunate]g ever more difficulties have been 

encountered in finding suitable placement  facilities in the industrialised countries 

for individual fellows; at the same time the training and the living costs in most of 

the traditional hont countries have been  increasing continuously.  Therefore, UNIDO 

arranges, where feasible,  small special  croup training programmes for fellowship 

candidates in the same field of training,   at a comparable professional   level,  and with 

a common training language. Such programmes are carefully designed on the basis of in- 

formation given in the nomination forms of the candidates. They are implemented and 

supervised in co-operation with selected  enterprises and institutions and may yield 

better results than the traditional  individual training.  (These special fellowship 

group training programmes are not  identical with the in-plant group training programmes 
described in section D). 

11.    Furthermore,   it  is the policy of UNIDO to place'more individual fellows in suitable 

industrial training facilities in advanced developing countries,  which helps to promote 

closer technical  co-operation between developing countries. Regrettably, the percentage 

of placements in such countries decreased slightly during 1977. UNIDO is prepared - 

partly with the support of industrialised countries - to assist  potential host countries 

among the developing countries in identifying local training facilities suitable for 

trainees from other developing countries and,  if nsoessary,  in adapting such facilities 
to that purpose. 

1?.    With a view to establishing more direct contacts between UNIDO headquarters on the 

one hand and the UNIDO fellows in the host countries on the other, UNIDO has taken over 

from the United Nations Offioe in Geneva the responsibility for placing its fellows in 

European host countries. This placement is normally done through the responsible agency 

in the host country, whioh, se a ruis,  is alio responsible for implementing the bi- 

lateral fellowship prograflMss of that country. 

t 
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13.    In thi. connection it .hould bs mentioned that placing • fellowship candidat, 

prop.rly is often a cumber«•« and time-coneuminr process (which    perhap« even more 

»pplies    to    study    tours    as    described in action C).  Thus,  for ewmple,  the average 

handling time of individual   fellowships from 'he receipt  of a nomination form at  UNTfO 

headouarters to the banning of the trainine programme abroa-1 vas 8.3 months in 1975 

and 7.« months in  1976. In  1977 the Fellowship Unit  of the Traminr Section of UNIT>0 

was able to redure this time span to an average of ^.4 months, which was portly th* 

result of the direct placement procedures mentioned  in paragraph IP, but r*rtly also 

thn result of extreme pressure of time owing to last-minute nominations. All  concerned 

should be aware thit undue haste can be detrimental  to the programmes of the fellows 

(and study travellers), while it also may spoil  the rood working relations with the 

National Supervising Authorities of the host countries on whose rood services UNIDO 

has to rely. UNIDO is trying (without committer its-lf) to re«ch a sound standard 

average handling time for fellowship cases of about 4 months and requests all concerned 

to take this seriously into consideration when planning such programmes. 

14.    In 1977,  the implementation of the UMIDO fellowship activities suffered further- 

more from the fact that, within th. established UNDP ceiling amounts earmarked for 

training,  fellowship nominations worth almost f 800,000^ were not submitted to UNIDO. 

il.    Nominations of candidates for all types of UNIDO fellowships can be made only by 

Governments through the UNDP resident representatives and must be submitted on official 

UNIDO fellowship nomination forms accompanied by a completed and duly signed medical 

report form and a recognized langage certificate when the training language in not the 

candidate's working or study language. These forms can be obtained in the offices of 

the UNDP resident representatives. UNIDO ctó„üi    start any fellowship action until 

it receives these doouments. 

Fellowihipt financed from the UNIDO regular programme of technical assistance 

16.    A total of Í 200,000is earmarked for fellowships within the 197B UNIDO regular 

programme of technica1  aesistancs (ID/B/I84, para.  ->). This amount  is allocated to the 
geographical regions as follows: 

ion 

Africa 
Americas 
Asia and the Pacific 
Europe and Western Alia 

Coit (thousand dollars) 

60 
52 
52 
36 

il Refsrsncs to dollars (I) is to US dollars. 
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Thr name totil  amount with the same allocation to the geographic regions is ear- 

marked for fellowships  in the 1979 regular programme. 

17.    Pellowshin ponts are not allocated by country. Governments are invited to re- 

quest fellowship ports from the 1978 regular programme only by submitting a completed 

nomination form in quadruplicate as described above for each candidate through 

th* UNDP resident representatives. Any announcement of candidates by lettsrs, cables or 

otherwise cannot be considered. The deadline for submission of such nominations is 

}0 June 1978. Nominations rsceivsd after this date cannot be considered for 1978 

repular programme fellowships. However,  on request of the submitting Governments, they 

ran be brought forward for consideration in the 1979 regular programme. 

IS.    On the basis of the information given in the nomination form and within the frame- 

work of the financial resources available, the UNIDO fellowship selection panel will 

promptly make recommendations as to the amount of the award,  the host country (countries), 

the duration of the fellowship and the type of implementation (e. g.  individual training 

or participation in a special fellowship group training programme or participation in 

a fiuitable in-plant proup training programme).  The duration of fellowships financed 

from the regular programme should not exceed six months. Neither study tours nor 

academic étudies to obtain a degree can be financed from the fellowship component of 

the regular programme.  Furthermore, these funds cannot be used to compensate for a 

lack of UNDP country programme funds. 

Fellowships financed from UNDP country programme funds 

19.    Fellowships financed from UNDP country programme funds will normally be organised 

by UNIDO in the form of individual training as has been the case in the past. Howsver, 

with a view to the possible participation of nominees in a suitable fellowship group 

training programme as described in paragraph 10 as wsll as for administrative reasons, 

Governments, resident représentatives or project managers are strongly requested to 

ensure that nominations for such fellowship« shall b« submitted as early as possibls. 

70.   TTNIDO would like to draw the attention of all conoemed, in particular Governments, 

industrial development field advisers and managers of large-scale projects, to ths 

possibility of organising special fellowship group training programmes for teams of 

counterparts in field projects. Such team training will be deeigned to mast both the 

individual needs of the traineee and the needs of the project as a whole, so that the 

trainees can work together mors effectively. 

» 
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?1.    Because of the increasing difficulties   in placing individual fellow« in enter- 

prises  in industrialized countries, the number of host countries in which a given 

fellow will receive his training must often be restricted. 

??..    Moat  fellowship*  (and study tours) financed under the UNTT country programmes 

and executed by UNIDO are project-oriented,   tnat is to say,  such training activities 

form a component of a technical assistance project comprising also other components, 

such aa expert services or equipment.  It  is,   however,  obvious that  in most of the 

developing countries the actual demand for training in industry goes far beyond what 

such projects can cover.  Therefore, Government a and resident representatives might 

be willing to consider  including a UNIDO-executed project entitled "Industrial Training 

Abroad" (or similar) in the country programme.  Such a project could cover the finanoit.g 

of« 

(a) Fellowships (both individual or group); 

(b) Study tours (both individual or group); 

(c) International travel for participant«  of UNIDO in-plant training programme 
(se<? section D below) when the cont cannot be   financed from othor funds; 

(d) Travel of UNIDO headquarters staff to monitor, evaluate and  follow-up 
training activities as   listo:! under (a) and  (b); 

('.•) Miscellaneous  item* 6uch as purchase  of technical literature. 

21,    The budget  line?  of such projects should,   at least at the beginning of a country 

programme cycle, not be further broken down,   BO that IJNIDO,in co-operation with the 

Governments and UNDP resident representatives,   can have the funds available in quick 

response to existing needs. The lifetime of such projects for training abroad should 

not be limited. 

24«    The    size of these projects,while taking  into account past practice, should 

correspond to the estimated needs of the recipient countries for industrial training 

abroad in priority areas not covered by other field projects or by other sources of 

technical assistance (e.g. bilateral funds). 

?5.    UNIDO is prepared to assist Governments both in drafting projects for industrial 

training abroad and in carrying them out. 

Fellowships financed from the Special Industrial Service« fund (SISJ 

?6.    Fellowships financed from the SIS fund will in general be handled in the same 

way as those financed from UNDP country programme funds. In this connection it should 
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be kept in mind that SIS financing should respond to urgent,  short-term need«. 

Under such circumstances projects for industrial trainine »broad as described  in 

paragraphs p? - ?ç,  nould be financed from STS funds. 

Fellowship» financed  from funds-in-truei 

27. UNIDO is prepared to organise fellowehip training at the request of Governments 

of developing countries willing to hear the full cost plus overhead by establishing 

funds-in-trust with UNIDO earmarked for this purpose. The use of such fund» is 

particularly appropriate for specific fellowship croup training programme» a» described 

in paragraph 10,   including project-oriented team training as described in paragraph 20. 

In other word»:  thi» is a variety of the project for industrial training abroad a» 

described in paragraphs 22 - 25, where the respective Government, while paying the total 

cost  itself,  benefit» from the experience and administrative capacity of Ulf IDO in this 

particular field. 

28. For fellowship» financed from fund«-in-trust, the United Nation» financial and 

administrative rule» established for this purpose will apply. 

Use of bilateral resource» for fellowship» 

?9.    UNIDO ha» been informed by several host authorities of industrialised countries 

that, under certain circumstances and within certain limits, UNIDO fellowship 

candidates can be financed from their bilateral fellowship funds, on recommendation 

of UNIDO. Particular emphasis is given to training for nationals of least developed 

countries. The training programme of such fellows will be carried out in the respective 

Honor countries.  "»ÎID0 in trying to extend this possibility,  which is still very limited. 

• 

C.  Study tours 

V).    At the request  of Government», UNIDO can organise study tours for both individuals 

and group». Participants in such study tours oan be high-ranking government officials 

responsible for industrial development, top managerial staff from certain industrial 

firms or institutions,  or national directors or teams of counterpart    experts from 

UNIDO-sponsored projects. 

31.    The aim« of UWIDO-organised study tours are primarily tc enablet decision makers 

from developing countries to exohange views with their peers in other count rie«; 

«pecialists to obtain information on technological djvelopment« (e.g. in pertinent 

institutions or firms or at exhibitions or trade fairs); technologists and managers 
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to study solutions    to problems in exiatin/j factories of a certain 

indu«trial   sector;   scientists to compare results of their research;   and experts 

to attend conferences to widen and deepen their professional competence.  The 

duration of 'TNTDO s+udy tours is,   in principle,   short, the average tour lasting 

nbout two weeks;   it should not exceed one month.    The maximum number of countries 

to be visited  is five. A tour can be financed from UNDP country programme funds if 

the project  includes a budget line 32 for that  purpose; from the ST£ fund;   from the 

United Nation* Industrial Development Fund (UNIDF);   or from earmarked funds-in-trust 

pledged by the recipient countries.  Study tours cannot be financed from the general 

•raininr component  of the UNIDO recular programme of technical asnistance;  however, 

special provision  in made in the regular programme for study tourt? for decision 

Tiakers or government  officials from the least developed countries (ir/p/l.84,  para- 

rraph n). 

3?.    To design and  orf^aniae a successful  study tour is,  in most caser,  a rather 

complicate undertaking, which needs continuous close co-ordination on the part of 

numerous authorities,   institutions and  firms in several countries. Por this reason, 

nominations of candidates for study tours shruld reach UNIDO on the study tour 

nomination form ("short form") at  least  three months before the date on which the 

tour is expected  to start. This appliee «IRO to study tours where part or all of the 

arrangements have been prepared by direct contact« between the home country authorities 

or the mana<*ement of a field project on the one hand and tha.host institutions on the 

other. The aforementioned forms can be obtained at the office of the UNDP resident 

representative. Nominations can be submitted to the Training Section of UNIDO only 

by Governments through the UNDP resident representatives. 

D. In-plant ^roup training programmes 

33. 1NID0 has developed a system of in-plant group trainine programmes for engineers 

and advanced technical and managerial personnel  from developing countries in co- 

operation with Governments and pertinent  institutions of host countries.  These pro- 

grammes are carried out by industrial firms and  institutes that have the relevant 

specialised know-how and experience. 

34. The objective of these programmes is to provide the participants with concentrated 

praetioal experience in their fields of training and an opportunity to upgrade and up- 

date their theoretical knowledge in a relatively short time (from two to five months). 
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The programmée are monitored by expert«, and most of them comprise four major 

componente: a theoretical introduction?  actual in-plant training, which may include 

laboratory or similar    work;      study visits;   and a final evaluation session,  During 

the   «valuation session,  the participants acness the value of what they have learned 

in terms of the conditions prevailing in their home countries.  (These in-plant group 

training programmes are not  identical with the special fellowship group training 

programmes described in paragraph 10.) 

35.    Many of these programmes are conducted regularly,  others on an ad-hoc basis. 

All of them are carried out subject to the availability of funds and suitable host 

facilities. The requirements for admission are a degree in engineering (or equivalent) 

and several years of experience in a responsible capacity within the field of training. 

y-.    Invitations to nominate candidates are sent to the appropriate government 

authorities of selected developing countries through the UNDP resident representatives 

once the agreement with the host country has been concluded, funds have been secured, 

and dates and curriculum of the programme have been established. The selection  if the 

1?   - 20 participants from among candidates nominated is carried out jointly by UNIDO 

and the host authorities,  including, where possible,  representatives of the host 

institutes   and UNDP when it  is involved. 

37.    Application*! for participation can be made or.ly by Governments,  after receipt of 

a formal  invitation - in the form of an aide-mémoire - through the UNDP resident 

representative«. However, Governments are invited to notify UNIDO as early as possible 

of their interest in specific programmes. More detailed information,  in particular 

about specific admission requirements and curricula,  can be obtained from the Training 

Section of UNIDO. 

3^.    The table below shows the UMIDO in-plant group training programmes »?hr 

to be oarried out in the biennium 197B-1979. 

nate 

January-* arch 

February-June 
Septeaber-Novemb^r 

Pebruary-March 

March-aprii 

§JÉÌÌ£Ì 
Maint stiano» of bio-medical 
electronic equipment 

Iron and steel industry 

Quality improvement of 
industrial products 

Documentation and industrial 
informât ion 

Host oountry   L^ 

Hungary i 

Ukrainian 3SR       E 

Japan E 

USSR E/p/8 

I 
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1 

Hate 

M arch-Way 

March-May 

March-fay 

March-June 

March-June 

March-June 
AuruBt-November 

Apri 1-June 

Apri1-June 

May-June 

May-June 

July-August 

August-September 

August-November 

September-October 

September-October 

September-November 

Sept ember-November 

September-November 

September-November 

September-November 

Oct ober-November 

Oct ober-December 

Subject 

Fertilizer industry 

drain milling and storage 

Pulp and paper 

Metalworker industry 

Organization of standardization 
systems in manufacturing industries 

Electric welding 

Engineering and industrial desini 

Organization and management of 
maintenance systems 

Modern foundry technologies 

Methods and techninues of pesticide 
production and formulation 

Industrial co-operatives 

Ouality control 

Organization of metrology and 
metrological quality assurance 

Mould design and mould making in 
plastics industry 

Plastics technology 

THesel engines 

Maintenance busec and trucks 

Maintenance of railroad equipment 

Petrochemical industry 

Textile industries 

Management techniques in 
manufacturing industry 

Production management of 
mechanical industry 

Host country Language 

USSR E 

USSH E 

Sweden F: 

USPH E 

USSR 

Ukrainian SSM i: 

Frypt E 

Sweden E 

Poland E 

German Pern. E 
Kepublic 

Poland E or S 

Sweden E 

USSR E 

Austria E 

AuBtria E 

f'SSR E 

Belgium P 

Belgium F 

Romania E 

Poland E 

Belgium F 

Japan 

E* OthfT group training programmes 

39« 'IRIDO also organ i tes training programmes and courses of a shorter duration 

(from two to six weeks). Their objective is to giva the participants an opportunity 

to upgrade or update their professional capability. The activities may includa 

lecture«, discussions, working groups, simulations, and visits to planta and to trade 

fairs or exhibitions. 

_jki 
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40.    Tht requirements for admission are a university decree (or équivalent) 

covering the resnsrtive field of s+urty and several yearn of practical experience 

in that field. Nominations can be submitted to'WIDO by Governments - only after 

receipt of a  formal  invitation - through the UNDP resident representatives.  Invita- 

tions to submit candidates for a certain programme will  be sent to the appropriate 

rovernment authorities of selected developing countries through the UNDP resident 

representatives onre a programme has been established. Further information on this 

type of traininr activity can be obtained from the Training Section of UNIDO. 

I 

P.  Information and Inquiry Service 

"Ouide to Training Opportunities for Industrial Development^ 

/¡l.    Kor 1978, UNIDO h%e orepared the Rixth issue of it,8 "Ouide to Training 

Opportunitiea for Industrial Development- (PTA>9), which gives information on more 

•han «00 traininr courses in n prest variety of industrial fields, courses that will 

be organised dunnr 1?7« all   over the world by private,  national and  international 

organisations and  institutions,   includinr UNIDO itself.  These courses are suitable 

for and available f> industrial personnel   from developing countries. Approximately 

one third of these coursée are offered by institutions  in developing countries ind 

"P<»i +o participants from other developing countries. The Ouids will be mailed frss 

of charge to Government»  UNDP resident representatives»  UNIDO industrial dtvelopmsnt 

field advisers; managers of UNIDO-sponsored large-scale field projects»  enterprises» 

industrial associations and  institutions»   and many others. The total  circulation is 

about. 4,t)00.  Requests for copies of the Guide should be directed to the Training 

Section of UNIDO. 

Industrial Inquiry Servios 

A?.    The WîDO Industrial Inquiry Service is prepared,   inter alia, to «newer any 

questions related to industrial training. This service,   free of charge,   is at the 

disDosal of everyone. 

»or further information on assistance UNI m próvidas or can provida in training, 

communication may be addressed to: 

Training Section 
Industrial Operations Division 
United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO) 
P.O. Box 707 
A-1011 Vienna 
Austria 

JU. 






